THE LIGHTER SIDE
Words without Rhymes

C

an you think of a word that rhymes with chocolate? Not all English words rhyme with
other words. Below are clues to words that do not rhyme with any other common
words in English. Write the words, using one letter in each blank. (The answers are listed
in alphabetical order.) Then unscramble the letters in the circles to spell three colors
that have no rhymes in English.

Clues		
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Answers

A round shape in geometry
Driving too fast can be
.
Everyone is
from everyone else.
An important part of your arm
This box has nothing in it; it is
.
True or
?
Another word for movie
The Milky Way is one
A person who has a wife
It makes wrinkles in clothes disappear.
What kind of
do you like to listen to?
Beethoven’s
symphony was his last.
The kind of fruit in the photo below
It may contain rhymes—but nothing rhymes with it!
“I
that I’ll pay back the money I borrowed.”
With bread and peanut butter, she made a
.
The animal with tusks in the drawing below
“That
in the blue dress is my grandmother.”

Write the letters in the circles here:
Now unscramble these letters to spell three colors that have no rhymes in English:
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1. circle
2. dangerous
3. different
4. elbow
5. empty
6. false
7. film
8. galaxy
9. husband
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10. iron
11. music
12. ninth
13. olive
14. poem
15. promise
16. sandwich
17. walrus
18. woman

Three colors: orange, purple, silver
[Do you agree that all of these words have no rhymes in
English? Can you think of other words with no rhymes?]
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